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kecik imba was not on fnatic's the international 2014 roster, and was not picked up by fnatic.black.
however, after a string of unimpressive performances, kecik imba was signed as part of the team. he
did not perform up to expectations, and was replaced by olofmeister. kecik imba was released from
the team by fnatic. kecik imba joined newbee as the in game leader on february 23rd, 2015. kecik
imba lead newbee to a 9-1 record in the eu qualifiers, and a placement in top 4 at the international

2015. kecik imba is currently playing on newbee's main roster as the main carry. kecik imba is a
former team captain of the turkish team tengri. the team finished 3rd-4th in the 2006 itm league. it
is the first time that kecik imba has played with an official team. kecik imba had previously played

with gsm ai, a team based out of the netherlands, and soloq. kecik imba did not have much success
on tengri. tengri is a team that also has a relatively unknown support. it is an old style dota team
that usually only uses heroes like chen or lion. [3] but even with tengri, kecik imba failed to get

carried by the team like he was on gsm ai. he was dropped from tengri shortly before the starting of
the international 2. kecik imba was in the dota scene prior to joining tengri. he played with ai.5 and

was the captain of that team. kecik imba was originally the support for ai.5 and played the carry role.
the team split during the season and kecik imba continued to play as the support and carry for the
team. kecik imba joined orange after being recruited by sitti, the coach of tengri. kecik imba's goal
was to get a spot on orange's main team. kecik imba had been playing a support role in tengri and
he wanted to switch to the carry role. sitti was still against the idea as he thought the team had a

weak carry. sitti, however, eventually decided to give kecik imba a chance.
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Kecik Imba has always
been a playmaker. For
awhile he was the #1

playmaker on EHOME's
roster in The International

3, and was able to help
the team to an impressive
second place finish. In the

recent years, he has
switched to support,
where he has been

unable to continue the
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same level of playmaking.
Perhaps his best

performance was a triple
kill in the first game of

group stage in The
International 4. In this

game, he is able to
outduel an extremely
strong mid such as

BurNing, and kills him in
the end to give EHOME

the game, and ultimately
the group victory. This

game is actually
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immortalized in Dota
video game thanks to

DK's OgNasty, that has
this memorable and

infamous comment about
Kecik Imba's play. dota 1
is a complete game, with
a lot of strategic depth. 5
of the top players in the

world right now play dota
2, including the

international champion,
kuroky. there is no

question that the best
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dota 2 players play
multiple games, but dota
1 is still well worth taking
a shot at. this is a game
of many heroes and a lot

of strategies. with the
different heroes, you can
play in different ways and
achieve different results.

every game of dota is
different and for every
hero you play against.

each hero has a different
playstyle and one is
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better than the other. it is
not that certain heroes

are better than others, it
is just about the hero
being played at that

moment. sometimes, you
win as a team who play
together and sometimes
you win as a team that

play individually. it
depends on the tactics of

each team and the
manner in which they

play. 5ec8ef588b
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